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THE STORY
Prince Edward Island, Canada, 1987.

“Hey Lewis, you want a mussel?”
Lewis looked at his friend’s plate and made a face. “I don’t know how you can 

eat those things. I’m good with my burger, thanks.”
“Your loss. What’s the point of living on an island if you don’t take advantage 

of delicious fresh seafood?” Martin slurped a second mussel out of its shell and 
glanced up at the bar TV. “Oh, man, are you kidding me?”

“What’s the matter now?”
“This is that friggin’ movie where the birds all go crazy. Maggie!” he yelled to 

the bartender. “Can’t we get the hockey game?”
“What are you talking about? This is a cinematic classic. Maggie, ignore this 

uncultured oaf. Watch for a minute, Martin, you’ll see what I mean…”
…As the young blonde woman starts to unlock her car, something strikes 

her viciously in the face and knocks her off her feet. She touches her face and her 
hand comes away red with blood. What struck her was a seagull, now twitch-
ing on the sidewalk. Just as she starts to catch her breath, something shatters 
the passenger-side window: another bird has crashed through the glass. A full-
grown pelican whizzes by her head, missing her by inches. It smashes at full speed 
into the wall of a nearby building and drops to the ground dead.

A shadow, then another, then many more cross her vision: looking up, she 
sees hundreds of birds in a disorganized, graceless swarm. Really frightened 
now, she manages to get the car un-
locked and begins to drive home. Birds 
thump against the roof of her car: they 
seem to be dropping on the town like 
hail, slamming into pedestrians and 
buildings. The bodies of townsfolk litter 
the ground, cut and pecked in a dozen 
places as they lie dead amongst piles of 
bird corpses.

Then a bird smashes into her front 
passenger side window. She swerves off 
the road and crashes into a tree, and the 
screen goes black as her head hits the 
steering wheel. When she regains con-
sciousness, her arms and legs are cov-
ered with cuts and her car is filled with 
the bodies of dead seabirds; panicked, 
she climbs from the car and flees to-
ward her house, almost stumbling over 
more bird corpses. When she reaches 
the house, it brings no comfort: almost 
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every window is smashed, the front door is off its hinges, and the living room is 
filled with dead birds. She screams aloud …

…“Lewis, you were right, this is a classic. Classically bad. Seriously, birds do-
ing suicide dive bombs into people.” Martin sucked down a final mussel and added 
the shell to his pile of empties. “Like that would ever happen. “Piranha” was better 
than this.” …

Scientific Connection
The plot of Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds—on which the movie Mar-

tin hates so much is loosely based—was itself based (also loosely) on 
actual events. In 1961 a large number of seabirds descended on Santa 
Cruz, biting people, crashing through windows, and smashing them-
selves into buildings. This aberrant avian behavior was discovered to be 
a mass case of domoic acid poisoning caused by toxic algae in the lo-
cal waters. When the phytoplankton (plant algae) that produce domoic 
acid are prevalent in a marine area, they accumulate in shellfish like 
clams and mussels. These shellfish are a staple of many seabirds’ diets; 
in Santa Cruz, eating shellfish tainted with domoic acid damaged their 
brains, causing them to lose control of their bodies and crash into ob-
jects and people.

Domoic acid acts on integral proteins that are embedded in the 
cell membrane of neurons (cells of the brain that transmit electrical sig-
nals). There are two major types of proteins that associate with the cell 
membrane: peripheral proteins and integral proteins. Integral proteins 
are embedded in the phospholipid bilayer and interact with both the 
extracellular (outside the cell) and cytoplasmic worlds while peripheral 
proteins only interact with one side. These integral proteins have many 
roles, one of which is to act as a gatekeeper: they decide which sub-
stances do and do not enter the cell. This is a very important job and 
failure to perform it can have dire consequences.

One of the most prominent gatekeepers of the nervous system is 
an integral protein known as the NMDA receptor. Its job is to regulate 
calcium ions (Ca2+): it lets a select number of them into the cell in or-
der to promote the normal activities of the nervous system. The NMDA 
receptor has to keep a tight control on the amount of calcium it lets in, 
because the presence of too many calcium ions can cause the cell to de-
stroy itself. These integral proteins are present in the cell membranes of 
many essential cells in the brain. When the NMDA receptor receives a 
signal from another cell, it opens its gate, lets a select amount of cal-
cium in, and closes the gate. Domoic acid causes NMDA receptors to 
keep their gates open, allowing dangerous amounts of calcium to accu-
mulate within cells and activating the self-destruct sequences of many 
cells in the brain …
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THE STORY
That was Tuesday night. On Wednesday, Martin wasn’t at his desk. After giv-

ing him a few hours, Lewis called his phone, and his wife Jane picked up. “Oh, 
Lewis, I’m glad you called,” she said, sounding distressed. “We’re at the hospital. 
Martin came down with some kind of food poisoning last night. He had horrible 
stomach pains and he was really sick. He had some vomiting and diarrhea, but we 
didn’t really get scared until he started having terrible headaches and shaking, you 
know, really trembling, he couldn’t stop. So we went to the emergency room and it 
turns out it’s crammed full of people with the same symptoms! The doctor thinks 
that is has something to do with shellfish poisoning—did he eat mussels with you 
last night?”

“He ate mussels, yeah. Listen, Jane, gimme a few minutes. I’m gonna take the 
afternoon off and I’ll be right there. Tell Martin I’ll be right there, okay?”

Martin smiled to see Lewis enter the hospital room. “See?” Lewis joked, re-
lieved to see him sitting up. “I told you that you should have stuck with the ham-
burger.”

“Hamburger? Oh, yeah, right, the hamburger.” A look of distress came over 
his face. “You know, Lewis, it’s the funniest thing. I remember the mussels, and I 
know why I’m in the hospital because Janie told me, but I don’t remember feeling 
sick or driving here or anything that happened up till now. I can’t remember the 
doctor that saw me, or any of the nurses. Janie keeps telling me the room number, 
but I keep forgetting anything that anybody tells me. I’ve never been here before 
and thank goodness you came because I don’t think I could find my way out. The 
last thing I really remember is that goofy movie with the birds attacking. Man, I 
wish I could forget that.”

Scientific Connection
Martin is suffering from amnesic shellfish poisoning. Domoic acid 

is known to cause serious damage to the areas of the brain associated 
with short-term memory, such as the hippocampus. Destruction of these 
areas causes “anterograde amnesia” which is the inability to remember 
new things after the poisoning occurred. This is why Martin can’t re-
member anything that happened after he started to feel sick. The poison 
doesn’t attack as severely the areas of the brain that retain long-term 
memory, so he remembers what his wife and best friend look like, and 
that he hates The Birds. But the brain damage that he suffered prevents 
him from forming new memories.

Domoic acid causes widespread damage to the nervous system as 
well, and can produce seizures (Martin’s uncontrollable shaking). The 
poisoning can also damage the brain enough to cause coma and death. 
The toxin can take effect anywhere from 15 minutes to 48 hours after in-
gestion and usually begins with nausea, vomiting and diarrhea followed 
by signs of damage to the nervous system.

A well-known epidemic of amnesic shellfish poisoning occurred 
on Prince Edward Island in 1987 as a result of a toxic algal bloom. 
Over 107 people showed symptoms of having ingested the toxin, and a 
quarter of them had resulting short-term memory loss. Prince Edward 
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Take Home Message
Integral proteins provide communication between 
the extracellular and intracellular environments 
and have important roles as receptors and gate 
keepers. If their normal activity is altered, negative 
physiological consequences can result.

Island is world-famous for its mussels and the population boom of toxic 
domoic acid producing algae is definitely uncommon for this region. 
Marine wildlife are often indicators of toxic algal blooms; in 2002 in Los 
Angeles County, numerous marine animals showed considerable effects 
of domoic acid intoxication which indicated the trouble brewing in the 
waters. You can read more about that event here: http://whalerescue-
team.org/rescue-stories/domoic-acid-poisoning-rescues/.

For more information on the mechanism of domoic acid intoxication: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006899301032218

For more information on the 1987 Prince Edward Island mass in-
toxication: Signs and symptoms of Domoic acid intoxication: http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1971709
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